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• Welcome to this first ‘Pioneer News’ for the Diocese. Amid the myriad 

challenges in parish ministry at this time an encouraging ‘Good News’ 

story is unfolding. Across the Diocese story after story is emerging of 

new initiatives, often focused beyond the church, often lay led, that are 

creating new communities of Christians. This is happening across all 

churchmanship’s and all contexts. Sometimes it is planned, sometimes it 

is spontaneous. Sometimes it is a neat Anglican project and sometimes it 

is no respecter of denominational boundaries. It does seem like a current 

work of the Spirit.

• My colleague, Dave Beales, and myself (Ian Hilton), have been appointed 

‘Leaders in Pioneer Learning’ by the Diocese with the brief to support 

those holding leadership responsibility for Pioneer initiatives. There is no 

manual for how to do it, but there is a huge amount we can learn from 

each other, and there are an increasing number of training opportunities 

to help and assist. We are acutely aware that pioneering is a grassroots 

initiative, and the emphasis should always be on what is happening on 

the ground. That needs to drive any agenda. But there is also great 

synergy where grassroots and Diocese can come together, and the 

learning is shared.

• The focus of this first ‘News’ is a review of some of the training that is 

currently or soon to be offered. Do please contact either of us if you 

wish to know more about any of these courses. There is also a spotlight 

on the ‘Colchester Pioneer Hub’ as an example of how good learning 

can happen at a local level. If there are things that you think would be 

helpful to include in future editions of ‘Pioneer News’ please let us know. 

We don’t promise – but we will try!

• In summer2022 we will be launching the Company of St Hild and St Cedd. 

This will be an association of fellow travellers involved in active pioneer 

ministry from across the Diocese. St Cedd was a pioneer in bringing the 

Christian faith to Essex and London and St Hild, a contemporary, reminds us 

that women just as much as men were involved in this task. There is much 

we can learn from each other as we seek to bring the gospel into new and 

hard to reach areas. We can encourage and support one another in the 

journey. This Company will become the umbrella for pioneers and 

pioneering within the Diocese and offer both recognition and accountability 

support.  More information on this important initiative will emerge in the 

coming months.
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Pioneer Training Opportunities

Training for both Lay and Ordained 

How to Pioneer

The Colchester Pioneer Hub together with the Pioneer Learning Team are 

developing a updated local teaching course on pioneering which is being 

piloted in September 2021. It is designed for local pioneer teams, lay and 

ordained, to do together. After the pilot we will make the course available 

for others to utilise in other parts of the Diocese.

Based around themes from the existing Mission Shaped Ministry course, but 

now alongside Dave Male’s 2016 book How to Pioneer (even if you haven’t 

got a clue), the course will include plenty of live case studies and discussions, 

as well as input from pioneer practitioners who are seeking to figure it all 

out.

The one-year-part-time course takes place over 6 evenings online, 3 in 

person day sessions and 1 weekend away.

What will sessions include? Topics like: ▪ The Art of Seeing ▪ Developing a 

Team ▪ The Art of the Start ▪ Making Connections ▪ Building a Community 

around Jesus ▪ Growing Disciples in Community ▪ Gospel and Culture ▪

Overcoming Obstacles, Setbacks and Failures …and much more.

Pioneer Hubs

These are grass roots communities of local pioneer practitioners, both lay and 

ordained, seeking to support one another and share learning. The vision is for at least 

one pioneer hub in each Archdeaconry. Some are up and running, some are just 

starting, and some are still in the planning process. Making sure these are brought into 

being is a major focus for the next year. The Colchester Pioneer Hub has been 

running very successfully for a number of years under the guidance of Janie Beales. 

These are some of her reflections:

Colchester Pioneer Hub

Co-ordinator: Janie Beales jbeales@chelmsford.anglican.org

The Hub: The Colchester Pioneer Hub exists to support and serve the growing
pioneer network in and around the town. Leaders, both lay and ordained, have this in
common: they long to find other likeminded people following a similar calling, and are

keen to know that they are on track with what the Spirit is up to in their area.

Support: Some pioneers choose to gather in what’s called “mini-hubs” (or “mutual
learning circles”). Here, 3 or 4 (max) from different projects will meet every couple
of months to share some of the “highs and lows,” pray for one another and make
space to listen to what the Spirit might say through Scripture, or a prophetic word or
picture. Others value meeting 1-1 with a Missional Accompanier. This person’s role,

like that of the early Celtic Christian anamchara (soul friend), is to journey alongside
the pioneer, hold faith for them and signpost them, as and when appropriate, to

specific training opportunities – similar to that of a reflector-mentor-coach.

•

Details of the pilot course can be found on 

https://www.chelmsford.anglican.org/mission-and-fresh-expressions/mission-in-

context

mailto:jbeales@chelmsford.anglican.org
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Training: Has previously included the Mission Shaped Ministry Course. This is currently

being revised and updated and will recommence in Autumn 2021 under the title,

How to Pioneer – Mission in Context. Training is designed to provide a Biblical

rationale for mission while offering a variety of current, contextual examples

throughout. The Hub also offers informal training workshops (Bolt -On’s!) as and

when required, led by local practitioners. These have included workshops on topics

such as Jigsaw of the Bible; Pioneer Practices (Matt. 10 and Luke 10); Leading Forest

Church; Mindfulness and Contemplative Prayer and How to welcome newcomers!

Prayer: A number of Retreats/Quiet Days are arranged each year across at a nearby

Retreat Centre or at the farm of one of the pioneers, providing an opportunity for

much needed spiritual refreshment and rest. Several times during lockdown, pioneers

were offered material for A Quiet Time from Home. These resources (prepared by a

couple of local Retreat leaders who support the pioneer network) were very well

received. Online Pioneer Prayer, also introduced during lockdown, continues

alongside “face to face” prayer.

Social: Dependent on Covid regulations the Hub seeks to continue to provide several

opportunities each year for Pioneer families to meet up socially with one another.

These informal, relaxed and enjoyable gatherings have been highly significant in

relationship building and providing a genuine sense of community.

Do contact us if you want to connect with your local hub.

St Cedd’s Community

Introducing St Cedd’s Community 2021

What began in 2016 as a course training lay pioneers has since become a

growing community of both lay and ordained pioneers. We recognize that

pioneering is about mutual, life-long learning where the very best ideas are just as

likely to come from the newest practitioner.

What began by encouraging pioneer projects has since developed into a 

nurturing environment for pioneer practice. This means we don’t simply want 

churches to start new stuff, we want to help develop a culture of discernment, 

imagination and reflective habits. To this end we ask all participants to adopt a set 

of commitments. We believe that agreeing this basic ‘Rhythms of Life’ will help 

each person get the most out of being a part of St Cedd’s.

Rhythms of life

The St Cedd’s rule of life consists of 6 disciplines. We commit to...

The discipline of Prayerfulness

The discipline of faithful improvisation on scripture, reason and tradition

The discipline of understanding context

The discipline of curation, creation, evaluation

The discipline of mutual, life-long learning

The discipline of meeting (both physically and virtually)

•

participants to



St Cedd Pioneer Training Course

Based in Romford at the Church of the Good Shepherd, the St Cedd Centre for 

Pioneer Mission acts as a focal point for locally based mission pioneers and 

entrepreneurs.

At St Cedd’s, students undergo a training programme that has been especially 

designed for those already busy with work, community action or church life and 

ministry. 

It is divided into six modules, delivered over an 18 month period. It encompasses a 

variety of topics ranging from the Bible and mission theology to mission 

entrepreneurship and spirituality. 

Alongside their classroom studies, students will also work on their own pioneering 

mission initiatives in their locality.

For more information on the St Cedd Centre for Pioneer Mission please contact 

Samantha Field by email samanthaf@thegoodshepherd.co.uk or telephone 01708 

745626.

mailto:samanthaf@thegoodshepherd.co.uk


Plant Course 
Self-Guided Course

Work through the course online with your own planting team, at your own 

pace and in whichever order you prefer. Learning from and with each other is a 

key element.

Available anywhere in the UK and internationally: you can start a self-guided 

course at any time in the 12 months leading up to your plant.

Live Facilitated Course

The live facilitated course takes the plant team on a 2-month journey, meeting 

once a week and is led and managed by facilitators with the sessions held at set 

times and locations. You work through the course as part of a consistent cohort 

and benefit from each other’s input.

Chelmsford will fund a small number of teams each year to join such a 

facilitated course. The next one hosted by London Diocese:

• Starts Thursday 7 October 2021

• 7 weeks on Zoom, from 19:30 – 21:30, including a break for half-term

Contact your CMD Adviser if you are interested.

Further information at: https://ccx.org.uk/plant/#1620128812100-fd6758fc-b6a5

The Plant Course, developed by London Diocese, is a practical,

encouraging and stretching course to equip church planters and their

teams. It’s designed for churches who are ready to plant in the next 6-12

months and have their bishop’s or denominational authority’s approval.

They offer the Plant course in two formats, an online self-guided course,

and a live, facilitated course. Both covering the same key aspects of

church planting, including:

•vision and values of the plant

•planting strategy

•models of outreach and evangelism

•leadership and team building

•finances

•working with the diocese

At the end of the course, the church planters present their planting 

vision, strategic plan, budget and growth plans to one another and a 

panel of experienced clergy and other experts.

The Plant Course is for all church traditions, approaches and contexts. 

We’re committed to supporting each team in their journey of multiplying 

disciples and congregations. In the long-term, they’ve found that people 

who are trained do a much better job than those who aren’t.

https://ccx.org.uk/plant/#1620128812100-fd6758fc-b6a5


Pioneer training open for ordained ministers

Curate IME 2 training

This training is compulsory for all curates on the PECP pathway, but also a possible 

option for those with a specific pioneer brief to their curacy. It is also potentially open 

to lay leaders of pioneer projects who are employed through Diocesan funding. Speak 

to your CMD Adviser if you need clarification about your eligibility.

There are 2 strands to pioneer curacy training in Chelmsford Diocese which both run 

on a 3-year rolling programme for all years.

National IME2 Curacy Training

Join this learning community to access dedicated pioneer training. Run on a three-year 

rolling programme in partnership with Church Mission Society, the sessions are 

designed to support the fulfilment of the learning criteria for pioneer IME2. 

• Examples of learning include: 

• Listening in context 

• Pioneer Leadership 

• Pioneer Priest and Pastor 

• Pioneer Spirituality 

• Resilient Pioneer Ministry 

• Pioneer Ecclesiology 

• Drawing on relevant texts, resources and experience you will explore what 

contextual pioneering looks like and what it means to be a pioneer leader. 

During these sessions you’ll be exploring issues such as: 

How do we listen and respond in context? What do worship and the sacraments look 

like in fresh expressions of church emerging from pioneer ministry? What does it mean 

to be a pioneer leader inhabiting two different spaces? What is church? In what ways is 

pioneer ministry posing new and creative answers to this question? 

The pioneer spectrum attempts to identify different expressions of the pioneer 

vocation. You’ll look at where you sit on the pioneer spectrum and also explore the 

theology and language around Pioneer spirituality. What do we mean when we talk 

about sustainability? What models are emerging for resourcing pioneer ministry for the 

longer term?

• Dates:

• Thursday 4th November 2021 10am - 3.30pm in Oxford 

• Wednesday 9th March 2022 9.30am - 1pm online

• Thursday 19th May 2022 9.30am - 1pm online



1. Chelmsford Diocese IME2 Curacy Training

• Alongside the National Training we will be running Chelmsford training. This

will also be once/term.

• Dates:

• Thursday 30th September 2021 10am – 3pm

• Thursday 28th April 2022 10am – 3pm

• Summer 2022 (Conference: exact date tbc)

Examples of learning include:

Networking with other Chelmsford Pioneers

Action Learning Sets reflecting on your project.

Presenting the Diocesan Pioneer Conference

Developing effective local teams

Mentoring other pioneers

Safeguarding in a pioneer context

Building future sustainability

Growing local resources

If you join this training pathway you will be expected to attend all the sessions,

both national and local.

Mixed Ecology Ministry Digital Learning Pathway.

This is a new initiative being offered by the National Church. We have expressed an

interest in Chelmsford being included in one of the early pilots for this. We need a

small cohort of people from across the Diocese who would like to be involved. If

that is you, please can you contact me (ihilton@chelmsford.anglican.org) to let me

know? Here are the details about the course and who it is for that we know of so

far:

The National Ministry Team are planning to run a digital version of their Mixed

Ecology Ministry Learning Pathway (via zoom). The course is designed to support

people who are already in a lay or ordained ministry role in their parish who want

to explore the mixed ecology of church. It’s designed for participants who feel called

to engage in a traditional and pioneering approach and want to develop this further,

exploring the relationship between the two. It also designed to support participants

who are in an oversight role who want to actively enable a mixed ecology, of which

others are part of developing. It will help participants to explore the theology and

practice of the mixed ecology, how to encourage innovation, the mixed ecology

charism, innovation practices and qualities, how to be an effective enabler of others

as well as how to implement this within their role and practically on the ground.

Learning will be through a pre-listen podcast/transcript, reading materials, online

teaching and discussion and a local project. Participants are also encouraged to bring

a team member or someone from their worshiping community with them onto the

pathway as a way of facilitating shared learning in their ministry context.

mailto:ihilton@chelmsford.anglican.org


• The course outline is divided into 5 sessions which runs over an 8-to-12-month period.

• Why the mixed ecology? (exploring the why)

• Integrating a mixed ecology (exploring the what)

• Inhabiting a mixed ecology (exploring the who and how)

• Leading a mixed ecology (exploring the who and where)

• Shaping a mixed ecology (drawing themes together)

Contact details:

Revd Canon Ian Hilton

Colchester Area CMD Adviser

and Co-Leader for Pioneer Learning

Tel 01206 618652

Mobile 0790 3533129

ihilton@chelmsford.anglican.org

Contact details:

Revd David Beales

Lead Pioneer Colchester Area and Co-

Leader for Pioneer Learning

Tel 01206 530934 

Mobile 07791 684699

davidbeales@icloud.com

Introducing Ian Hilton

A major theme of pioneering has run throughout my 30+ years’ experience as a 

parish priest. This has involved church planting into an outer city housing estate 

and forming and sending teams out to form new Christian communities in 

existing and new build regeneration areas. I am delighted to be sharing the 

leadership with Dave Beales in this new role of Leader in Pioneer Learning.  It is 

an opportunity for me to continue to support and encourage pioneers across 

the Diocese and to develop the structures needed to grow this into the future. 

As we learn from each other so this ministry will thrive. The role is a half-time 

appointment. I am the Colchester Area CMD Adviser for the other half of my 

time. I therefore have a particular responsibility for supporting curates in training 

in the Colchester Area and also all those on the PECP pathway.  

Introducing David Beales

Based in Colchester, Dave is keen to encourage and support pioneers and church 

planters through training, missional accompaniment and developing Action Learning 

Circles.
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